evoke

Introducing the Gregory evoke, the latest in ergonomic mesh
back seating. Combining the aesthetics only a mesh back can
offer, with Gregory’s unique ergonomic seating technologies,
we have created the ultimate ergonomic office solution.
Featuring a height adjustable breathable mesh back that moulds
harmoniously with each user’s back shape while offering ideal weight
distribution and support. The inclusion of a height adjustable lumbar
support adds even more flexibility to this already great chair.

range features:
Contemporary mesh back design
Ratchet back height adjustment
Height adjustable lumbar support
Small, medium or large seat
Original and award winning Dual Density Posture Support
seat technology
New improved 3 lever independent mechanism
Premium 3 lever mechanism as standard
AFRDI level 6 Certified*
GECA Certified*

range options:
Height adjustable arms
Tri-Tek, X-Cel Comfort or Standard Deluxe seat technologies
Synchronised mechanism
Seat slide
Aluminium base
Various types of castors
(e.g. soft tyre, friction etc)
* Undergoing AFRDI Level 6 Certification and GECA testing shortly. Currently uses certified components.

For more information
phone: 13 ERGO (13 3746)
email: support@gcfau.com.au
web: www.gcfau.com.au
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product specifications
Back Height

Product Description

AFRDI

GECA

Seat
width

Depth of
seat surface

Seat height
range

Back
width

Back height range

High Back

Evoke Small DD

-

-

460

460

410-530

485

550-610

High Back

Evoke Medium DD

-

-

480

495

410-530

485

550-610

High Back

Evoke Large DD

-

-

515

500

410-530

485

550-610

All measurements shown in mm. DD = Dual Density, W/A = With Arms.
The depth of seat surface is the maximum horizontal distance between vertical lines through the front and rear edges of the seat surface.
*A small variation of the final seat size may occur depending on the upholstery chosen.
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